Thanksgiving Weekend

AT FAIRMONT JASPER PARK LODGE
OCTOBER 9 - 12, 2020
Weekend Activities

To ensure social distancing measures can remain in place, **advance registration for all activities is required**.

To register prior to your arrival, please contact us at JPL.concierge@fairmont.com or 780 852 3301.

*In-house guests, please dial ‘54’ from your guest room telephone, text 587 788 3333 or visit us in the Main Lodge.*

**CRAFTS-GIVING**
Get ready to get messy! We’ll bring the sweets, supplies and more, all you have to bring is the creativity.

**FAMILY BINGO**
Challenge your family members to a timeless and classic game of B - I - N - G - O! Fun for all ages!

**MOVIE NIGHT**
Enjoy a family-friendly feature film in your PJs! Check the Weekend Schedule below to see what’s playing.

**FAMILY YOGA**
Learn to incorporate creative sequencing with fluidity and grace. You’ll leave feeling strong, calm and centred.

**LAC BEAUVERT BOAT TOUR**
Select your favourite watercraft from The Boathouse and join one of our knowledgeable guides as they lead you on a historic journey across Lac Beauvert.

**PUMPKIN CARVING**
Pick up your pumpkin and get to work! Once all of the pumpkins are done, our esteemed panel of Pumpkin Pundits will start the search for their favourite designs. Prizes will be awarded for the best pumpkins in these categories: Most Traditional, Most Creative and Scariest.

**RESORT GUIDE & ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**
Our Thanksgiving themed activities are just the beginning! [CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR RESORT GUIDE](#)
**Weekend Schedule**

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9

FAMILY BINGO | Mary Schaffer A  
6:00PM - 7:00PM

FAMILY MOVIE - DESPICABLE ME 3 | Tekarra  
7:00PM - 9:00PM

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10

PUMPKIN CARVING | Mary Schaffer AB  
9:00AM - 10:00AM  
10:30AM - 11:30AM  
12:00PM - 1:00PM

FAMILY YOGA | Pyramid AB  
10:00AM - 11:00AM

LAC BEAUVERT BOAT TOUR | The Boathouse  
1:00PM - 1:45PM  
2:15PM - 3:00PM  
3:30PM - 4:15PM

CRAFTSGIVING - A TASTY TREAT | Mary Schaffer C  
2:00PM - 3:00PM  
3:30PM - 4:30PM  
5:00PM - 6:00PM

MOVIE TIME - COCO | Tekarra  
3:00PM - 5:00PM

MOVIE TIME - THE CROODS | Tekarra  
5:30PM - 7:30PM

PUMPKIN JUDGING | Mary Schaffer AB  
4:00PM

FAMILY BINGO | Mary Schaffer AB  
6:00PM - 7:00PM

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11

FAMILY YOGA | Pyramid AB  
10:00AM - 11:00AM

CRAFTSGIVING - A FALL FAVOURITE | Mary Schaffer C  
2:00PM - 3:00PM  
3:30PM - 4:30PM  
5:00PM - 6:00PM

LAC BEAUVERT BOAT TOUR | The Boathouse  
1:00PM - 1:45PM  
2:15PM - 3:00PM  
3:30PM - 4:15PM

MOVIE TIME - UP | Tekarra  
3:00PM - 5:00PM

MOVIE TIME - ZOOTOPIA | Tekarra  
5:30PM - 7:30PM

FAMILY BINGO | Mary Schaffer AB  
6:00PM - 7:00PM

MONDAY, OCTOBER 12

LAC BEAUVERT BOAT TOUR | The Boathouse  
1:00PM - 1:45PM  
2:15PM - 3:00PM  
3:30PM - 4:15PM

MOVIE - A CHARLIE BROWN THANKSGIVING | Tekarra  
10:00AM - 12:00PM
It’s Turkey Time!

THANKSGIVING SUNDAY BRUNCH
Orso Trattoria’s delectable Brunch di Tapas is going all-you-can-eat for Thanksgiving Sunday!

Discover the flavours of Italy with this tapas inspired tasting menu of small plates with big flavour. Chef Gabriel Uggenti creates a new menu for Brunch di Tapas each week using fresh, seasonal and local ingredients. This weekend you can look forward to tasty dishes like a Thanksgiving Benny, Pannatone Bread Pudding, Roasted Porchetta, Carrot & Ricotta Gnocchi and more!

ORSO TRATTORIA | 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
$42 per adult • $21 per child aged 6 - 12
Reservations are strongly recommended.

VIEW THE BRUNCH MENU

THANKSGIVING SUNDAY DINNER
We know everyone has their favourite Thanksgiving dishes, so on Sunday in The Great Hall you’ll be able to mix and match to create your own perfect feast!

Will you choose the Chef Carved Turkey, Pineapple & Clove Studded Ham or the Mushroom Wellington? Then it’s on to a mouthwatering selection of sides, including Creamy Mashed Potatoes, Maple Balsamic Pan-Fried Brussels Sprouts, Caramelized Squash & Apples and Honey Glazed Carrots with Smoked Yogurt. Of course, there will also be dessert!

THE GREAT HALL | 5:30 PM - 8:30 PM
Reservations are strongly recommended.

VIEW THE DINNER MENU

VIEW THE KIDS MENU